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MEMBER OF DEXIS EUROPE   

Since 1976 FAIT Group SPA produces and distributes 
in Italy, Europe and USA components and systems for 
linear motion, bearings and power transmission. FAIT 
works through an integrated/combined network of 
manufacturing and commercial partners, basing the 
relationship with customers on tailored supplies, efficient 
technical service and research of innovative solutions. 
Continuous investments in personnel, facilities and 
machinery provide an accurate, prompt, high quality 
assistance to customers.
Commercial and technical agreements with global 
leading producers of linear motion systems, bearings 
and power transmission enable us to manage the most 
complex market requests. The distribution network in 
Italy and abroad guarantees a high level technical and 
commercial assistance that makes FAIT Group the most 
reliable partner for all needs.
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PATENTED
It is a spreader roller with flat elastic ropes whose peculiarity is to remove creases from materials 
such as fabrics, plastic film, non woven, glass fiber... Being a flat profile roller, it can be easily 
avoided material distortions (main cause of any eventual defect on following machining), if 
needed it can also be motorized with the requested speed.With the inclination system of the 
heads it can be possible to handle at best the web thanks to the flat elastic ropes.
 ROLLFLAT TECHNICAL DATA 
 ROLLFLAT QUOTATION FORM 

PATENTED
It is a spiral stainless steel spreader for the opening/spreading of fabrics and other materials in 
several production processes. Spirox can be employed with a wide range of profiles dedicated 
to specific demand.
 SPIRAL SPREADER ROLLER INOX
 QUOTATION FORM 

PATENTED
It is a slatted roller that allows to the web to be spread even under intense lateral tensions. 
Expander ensures a strong draft over the whole treated surface.
 SLATTED SPREADER ROLLER 
 EXPANDER QUOTATION FORM 

4 ROLLTENSE 14
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PATENTED
It is a web spreading roller for materials such as  fabric, plastic film, non woven, etc. 
This product is composed by independent inclined discs covered by a silicon sleeve 
tensioned by the lateral flanges.
 ROLLTENSE 

3 ROLLDRIVER 13
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PATENTED
It is a guide web system developed with idle discs with the same inclination. Rotating 
the central axis, it is possible to change the discs inclination and guiding the web 
quickly and precisely.  Roller can be equipped with custom made journals.
 ROLLDRIVER 

2 ROLLMAX 8
 PATENTED
Is a spreader roller composed by indipendent  and inclined disc elements thanks to a special 
bearing mounted on them. Rotating  the axis, it is possible to manage the spreading effect on the 
web. Rollmax, compared with other spreading devices in the market, has the advantage to ensure 
the same web tension for all the web width, avoid lateral swings, main cause of deformation 
and deviation on the following processing. It is suitable for all types of Fabric, Non Woven, 
laminating, plastic film, paper and others thanks to a wide range of settings ( Rubber type, shape, 
diameter, customized parts).
 ROLLMAX Ø 45 E Ø 65 “SMART” 
 ROLLMAX Ø 45 - Ø 65 QUOTATION FORM
 ROLLMAX Ø 105 “COMFORT”
 ROLLMAX Ø 125 “FLEXIBLE WINGS”
 ROLLMAX Ø 130 “DRY & WET ”
 ROLLMAX Ø 158 “WET & CHEMICAL”
 ROLLMAX MOUNTING SYSTEM
 ROLLMAX Ø 105-125-130 QUOTATION FORM
 ROLLMAX Ø 158 QUOTATION FORM 
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ROLLFLAT Rollflat is a spreader roller for textile industry, lather, paper plastic film, non woven and technical 
fabrics in general. The product is composed by a flat surface rope profile (named “bird wings” section) and a 
dynamic control system.

This special flat rope profile allows to obtain a better contact surface and less friction, increasing the spreading 
coefficient and the finishing output quality; and at the same time it offers more resistance to wear and 
mechanical failure.

Flat elastic rope can be in Silicon, NBR rubber or other, in order to offer always the best performances with 
any web type.

ROLLFLAT can be equipped by heads with fixed or adjustable inclination. Acting on the handwheels  placed on 
each adjustable head, it is possible to increase or decrease the tension of the rope profile, increasing the effect 
on the material to be spread. Suggested inclination degree is maximum 12°. On request, ROLLFLAT can work 
also as idle roller or can be motorized with pulley or drum motor. For ROLLFLAT with fixed inclination heads, 
spreading setting is obtained rotating the axis.
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ROLLFLAT with fixed 
inclination heads of 9°

ROLLFLAT with adjustable 
inclination heads up to12°

Wide contact surface
with the web

1.1

ROLLFLAT with adjustable inclination heads ROLLFLAT with fixed inclination heads

Fig. 1.1 Fig. 1.2

ROLLFLAT Technical data
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1.2

 ROLLFLAT with adjustable inclination heads. 

 ROLLFLAT with fixed inclination heads.

ROLLFLAT Quotation form

Diameter 135 mm
Max Length 3.000 mm
Max Speed 150 mt/min
Max Temperature 100°C
Max fixed head Inclination 9°
Max Adjustable head inclination 12°
Theoric spreading on wrapping angle of 150° 40 mm each side
Theoric spreading on wrapping angle of 40° 11 mm each side

INFORMATIONS

L = mm L1 = mm

LT = mm L2 = mm

LOAD ENVIRONMENT

SPEED m/min WEB TYPE

ROLLFLAT

PULLEY

CONFIGURATION

SILICONE NBR IDLE

Z56 AT10
Dp: 178.25 mm
De: 176.40 mm

Z56 AT10
Dp: 178.25 mm
De: 176.40 mm
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INFORMATIONS

L = mm L1 = mm

LT = mm L2 = mm

LOAD ENVIRONMENT

SPEAD m/min WEB TYPE

ROLLMAX Ø 65 Ø 105 Ø 125 Ø 130 Ø 158Ø 45

d is referred to the axis diameter

d=Ø35 per Ø65 d=Ø35 per Ø105 d=Ø35 per Ø125 d=Ø40 per Ø130 d=Ø60 per Ø158
"M12" threads on each end are considered standard. Other  possible threads on request.
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2.2 ROLLMAX Ø 45 - Ø 65 Quotation Form

2.1
This item is used for all light application and low web width. It can be suggested for packaging, labeling and 
automatic cutting machines.

ROLLMAX Ø 45 - Ø 65 “Smart”

Version with handwheel on the axis



2.3 ROLLMAX Ø 105 “Comfort”

This is the most common used Rollmax in textile, plastic 
film, non woven, paper and so on, for its reliability and 
long life endurance. Its components are tested to work 
also in a dust environment.

2.4

Thanks to the flexible edge profile, this specific layout 
is used for light and delicate application, especially for 
textile and film plastic.

ROLLMAX Ø 125 “Flexible Wings”

2.5 ROLLMAX Ø 130 “Dry & Wet”

Thanks to silicone coating and the presence of stainless 
steel components, this device can be used for high 
temperature and wet environments with excellent 
results.

2.6 ROLLMAX Ø 158 “Wet & Chemical”

Rollmax D 158 is the best solution for wet & acid presence environments. All components are studied following 
the worst condition possible.
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2.7
All components are developed and tested to obtain the best performance. Rollmax Inclination Degree 
controller allows to obtain the best spreading coefficient for every specific application.

ROLLMAX Mounting system

Rollmax allows to settle the 
best spreading coefficient  
rotating the axle with 
the Inclination degree 
controller.

Installation: Rollmax 
can be equipped 
with flange-to-
flange or basements 
supports, following 
any requirement.

Adjustable support

Wrapping angle: thanks 
to its flexible application, 
Rollmax can be used starting 
form 12° up to 170°.

Mounting example with 
dancer roller: allows to 
increase or decrease the 
wrapping angle.
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INFORMATIONS

L   = mm L1 = mm Ød = mm

LT = mm L2 = mm ØD = mm

LOAD ENVIRONMENT

SPEAD m/min WEB TYPE

ROLLMAX D 105 “COMFORT” (axis diam. 35 mm) MODEL SP/SP TYPE

D 125 “FLEXIBLE WINGS” (axis diam. 35 mm) MODEL AP/AP TYPE

D 130 “DRY & WET” (axis diam. 40 mm)

MODEL SP 
Quota: “A” x ROLLMAX 105/125 = 130 mm;  “B” x ROLLMAX 105/125 = 45 mm.
Quota: “A” x ROLLMAX 130 = 144 mm; “B” x ROLLMAX 130 = 52 mm.

MODEL AP 
Quote: “A” x ROLLMAX 105/125 = 126 mm; “B” x ROLLMAX 105/125 = 48 mm.
Quote: “A” x ROLLMAX 130 = 136 mm;  “B” x ROLLMAX 130 = 52 mm.

Antideflection support system 
for lengths over 2500 mm and 
in case of heavy load

ROLLMAX 105-125-130 Quotation Form
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MODEL SP 

2

INFORMATIONS

L = mm L1 = mm

LT = mm L2 = mm

LOAD ENVIRONMENT

SPEAD m/min WEB TYPE

ROLLMAX D 158 “WET & CHEMICAL” (axis diam. 60 mm) MODEL SP/SP TYPE

MODEL AP/AP TYPE

 64 
Ø85 

MODEL AP

13

Antideflection support system 
for lengths over 2500 mm and 
in case of heavy loadR
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2.9 ROLLMAX 158 Quotation Form



LOAD ENVIRONMENT SPEAD m/min WEB TYPE

3

INFORMATIONS

L = mm L1 = mm ØD = mm Ød = mm

LT = mm L2 = mm ØD2 = mm
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3.1

ROLLDRIVER  is a centering system for web application. This system is composed by a roller with inclined 
discs that change the web direction moving the inner axis.

ROLLDRIVER
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Diameter 104 mm
Max Length 2.300 mm
Max Speed 100 mt/min
Max Temperature 70°C
Max fixed head Inclination 4.5°
Max wrapping angle 170°
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4.1
It is a web spreading roller for materials such as fabric, plastic film, non wovens, etc. This product is composed 
by independent inclined discs covered by a silicon sleeve tensioned by lateral flanges.
• An homogeneous contact surface guaranties a uniform and excellent results removing stress and deformations 

on the web.
• Thanks to the flat surface, Rolltense avoids web distorsions.
• Extremely easy to clean
• Resistant to the aggressive environments
• Special execution for humid environments is available
• Suitable for dust environment
• Easy installation and regulation
• Thanks to the proportional elongation of the sleeve, ROLLTENSE ventures along the correct separation of 

winding material (rewinding phase)

ROLLTENSE



LOAD ENVIRONMENT SPEAD m/min WEB TYPE

INFORMATIONS

L = mm LT = mm L1 = mm L2 = mm

FREE AXIS MODEL 

MODEL SP

MODEL AP
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5.1
Spirox is a spiral spreader roller in stainless steel used  to open several types of fabric as knitted, waved and 
non woven in different processes. It can be used also in wet and steam environment. Standard construction 
has 3 starts and a 18mm pitch (for special starts and different pitch, contact our technical dept).

Spiral spreader roller inox

Stainless Steel version
Spirox with all components in stainless steel

Spirox with tube and profile in stainless steel,
clamping in C40 and chrome layer shaft

Version with pin blocked by a clamping 
(and adjustable length of the axis)



SPIROX STAINLESS STEEL JOURNALS C40 STEEL JOURNALS

TYPE OF PROFILE ESTERNAL DIAMETERS (mm) STANDARD LENGTHS (mm)

Ø 90,1
Ø 74,3
Ø 102,9
Ø 115,6
Ø 128,3 
Ø 153,7

1800

2000

2400

2600

2800

for all lengths 

over 3000 mm, 

please contact 

our technical dept

Ø 70,3
Ø 86,1
Ø 98,9
Ø 111,6
Ø 124,3 
Ø 149,7

Ø 70,3 
Ø 86,3
Ø 98,9
Ø 111,6
Ø 124,3 
Ø 149,7
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INFORMATIONS

L = mm L2 = mm ØD2 = mm C = mm

LT = mm ØD = mm A = mm D = mm

L1 = mm ØD1 = mm B = mm
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5.2 SPIROX  
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INFORMATIONS

L = mm LT = mm L1 = mm L2 = mm ØD = mm ØD1 = mm ØD2 = mm

6
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6.1

EXPANDER is a slatted roller that allows all web material surfaces to be expanded even under heavy lateral 
tension.

DIMENSIONS:
Expansion roller Ø 126 and Ø 215 with adjustable slats and fixed shaft.

STANDARD TYPE:
N°12 slats with extended stainless steel shafts, inner moving components in hardened zinc-coated steel.

STAINLESS STEEL TYPE:
Inner and outer parts made of AISI 304 stainless steel.

MOTORIZED TYPE:
Expansion roller Ø 126 and Ø 215 designed to be motorized (flange available on request). 
All types can be supplied with satin-finish slats or with slats covered with suitable materials to increase adherence. 
Standard sizes from 1500 to 4000 mm. Custom made rollers available.

Slatted spreader roller

6.2 EXPANDER Quotation form

ex.: driving 
flangeE
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Headquarter
FAIT Group SpA
Via Scarpettini, 367-369

59013 Oste Montemurlo (PO) Italy

Tel. +39 0574 68121

Fax +39 0574 681262

info@faitgroup.it

Milan Branch
FAIT Group SpA
Via Talamoni, 57

20861 Brugherio (MB) Italy

Tel. +39 02 26708477

Fax +39 02 26708887

infomilano@faitgroup.it

Germany
FAIT DE GmbH
Gerd Schäfer

Tel. +49 (0) 7151-33011

Fax. +49 (0) 7151-33063

Mobile: +49 (0) 151-25307794

g.schaefer@faitgroup.it
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